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BACKGROUND,  OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

This document has been setup by France Télévisions as part of the “A European Perspective”, an initiative supported by the European
Commission and aiming to bring together European public service broadcasters in order to foster collaboration about news and
disinformation fight.
The objective is to provide a synthetic view of the disinformation ecosystem and a digest of the main rising trends and patterns with
activable recommendations to move forward.

This report has been built upon following approach :

Foreword
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GENERATIVE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MISINFORMATION

The subject that no one can avoid

Is generative AI exacerbating an age-old problem? 

Disinformation is as old as information itself. As the
digital age unfolds, disinformation and fake news find
new channels of dissemination. One might be
tempted to state that recent advancements in
generative AI (made possible by the exponential
computing capabilities of machines and the data we
have distributed across the internet in the past two
decades) merely exacerbate a long-standing issue.
However, this time, the situation is somewhat more
intricate.

A decade ago, AI struggled to distinguish between a
cat and a dog. Today, not only can AI classify them,
but it can also generate detailed images of cats and
dogs from simple text. Models are rapidly improving
and, most importantly, becoming more accessible.
Anyone can access and create fakes, as highly
ergonomic user interfaces conceal a formidable
malicious potential. To such an extent that we will soon
wonder what the term "fake" even means in an
ocean of content generated (and distributed) by AI,
where truth has been becoming a subject of
discussion, to crudely summarise Hannah Arendt.

Welcome to post-truth ?

Image generation in Midjourney, March 2022 versus March 2023

Kati Bremme, Head of Innovation France 
Télévisions and Editor-in-Chief of Méta-Media

Faced with generative AI and the proliferation of genuine
and fake content, our excitement has shifted to fear.
Emotions are now being played upon. Will we transition
directly from social media filter bubbles to a virtual village
generated by AI, further polluting the information
ecosystem?

Sam Altman, CEO of OpenAI, himself
admits to being "worried that these
models could be used for large-
scale disinformation." Silicon Valley
figures, including Elon Musk, Apple co-
founder Steve Wozniak, and former
presidential candidate Andrew Yang,
have signed a petition aimed at
halting the development of AI more
powerful than GPT-4. The petition has
garnered over 30,000 signatures and
cites large-scale societal risks as its
founding objective. "Systems with
intelligence competitive with that of
humans can pose profound risks to
society and humanity, as evidenced
by extensive research and
acknowledged by leading artificial
intelligence laboratories." Progress
cannot be halted, but what of the
genuinely dangerous potential of this
technological advancement in the
service of disinformation?►

https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/openai-ceo-sam-altman-ai-reshape-society-acknowledges/story?id=97897122
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Where does the content generated come from? In search of lost meaning

In a highly crude summary, ChatGPT
and Midjourney can be described as
enormous autocomplete engines for
nearly all our knowledge and creativity
shared over the past 20 years on the
internet, pieced together into a vast
puzzle using the most probable
elements.

For its deep learning on vast text
corpora, OpenAI relies on neural
networks, specifically a Recursive Neural
Network (RNN) – invented in the 1940s –
which can be considered as simple
idealisations of how our brains appear
to function. Added to this is the concept
of the Transformer – GPT stands for
Generative Pre-trained Transformer. The
Transformer is a neural network
architecture that facilitates parallel
attention and enables learning long-
term dependencies. For natural
language understanding, a paragraph

Welcome to post-truth ?

For images, the operation is
approximately the same, they can be
split into sequences of image vectors.
As a result, the model has a strong
inclination to offer a response based on
statistics and probabilities rather than
reasoning. Author Neil Gaiman interprets
this mode of operation as follows:
"ChatGPT doesn't give you information. It
gives you sentences shaped like
information." Or, as Gary Marcus puts it:
"There is no intention to create
disinformation – but equally, no ability
to avoid it, because fundamentally, GPT
is a model of how words relate to each
other, not a model of how language
might relate to the perceived world. »
The rapid adoption of ChatGPT rests on
an extraordinary advancement in the UI
and UX of natural language processing
(including in various languages,
although proficiency in these
languages varies depending on

is broken down into pieces, sentences,
words, etc. Each piece is processed,
multiple times if necessary, by the same
(recursive) function. Consequently, each
piece is identified concerning its
ramifications and the preceding
information, thus its context. Even if the
result is not a direct representation of
the external world it captures certain
aspects thereof, especially, if reinforced
by real people added to the
automated learning.

the quantity and quality of available
training data for each language).
Natural language processing and
grammatically perfect output in
natural language prompt us to trust
content crafted by AI because we
see that it has been constructed for
us in the moment. We might be
tempted to attribute intention, or
even reasoning ability, to it.

"Claims that generative AI tools will
produce accurate content should be
treated with great caution. There is
nothing inherent in the technology that
guarantees the accuracy of the
information," "At this stage, it is too early
to say exactly how this will evolve, but it
is clearly a significant shift in the
general accessibility of such powerful
tools to such a broad user base."

Kate Wilkinson, Product Manager at Full Fact, a London-
based fact-checking organisation that employs AI. ►

https://fullfact.org/
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Welcome to post-truth ?

Google rates AI-generated
content and human-generated
content equally, provided that the
content is of good quality.

Human error is endearing, and it
almost makes these tools more
appealing, bringing them closer
to the model of human thought
processes, fallible rather than
coldly mathematical. But beyond
error, we must consider the
abusive use of the model. The
biggest difference between
humans and GPT-4: Our reasoning
is based on references. ChatGPT
has no idea of references; it
forgets them.

Automating content creation risks
flooding social media with
misinformation.

Large language models, from
OpenAI's GPT-4 to Meta's LlaMa,
Google's LaMDA, Anthropic's Claude
and Baidu's ERNIE 3.0, are fed with
both true and false information. The
dataset used to train these AIs
contains billions of images retrieved
from the internet, millions of pirated
e-books, the entire proceedings of
16 years of the European Parliament,
and the complete English Wikipedia.
OpenAI does not reveal the sources
with which ChatGPT has been
trained (I quote ChatGPT "for
intellectual property reasons"). In a
recent study, researchers Jennifer
Haase and Paul Hanel compared
ideas generated by humans and
those generated by AI in six
chatbots, stating that
"we found no qualitative difference
between human-generated
creativity and AI-generated
creativity."

Automating content creation risks
flooding social media with
misinformation.

"Language models are a natural tool
for propagandists,"

said Josh Goldstein, a researcher at
the Center for Security and Emerging
Technologies at Georgetown
University. He co-authored a paper
that examines how these AI-
powered tools could be misused as
part of influence operations. In the
USA, advanced AI technologies like
ChatGPT, DALL-E, and voice cloning
are already raising significant
concerns for the 2024 elections. A
troll farm may need fewer workers,
and large-scale propaganda
campaigns could be within reach of
a wider variety of malicious actors.►

The Uberisation of (Fake) Content Creation

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/apr/10/i-didnt-give-permission-do-ais-backers-care-about-data-law-breaches
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/apr/10/i-didnt-give-permission-do-ais-backers-care-about-data-law-breaches
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12003
https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/forecasting-potential-misuses-language-models-disinformation-campaigns-and-how-reduce-risk
https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/forecasting-potential-misuses-language-models-disinformation-campaigns-and-how-reduce-risk
https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/forecasting-potential-misuses-language-models-disinformation-campaigns-and-how-reduce-risk
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Welcome to post-truth ?
A highly efficient but limited polyglot writer – text generation

The most rapidly adopted tool in the world ever
combines several elements: LLMs, a chatbot, and
filters. It will not soon replace search engines, as its
data stops in September 2021 (including in the paid
version), and the system does not continue learning.
Bing adds references with GPT-4, but the references
do not always exist. The chatbot cannot
independently identify and counteract fake news and
misinformation, meaning it cannot prevent the spread
of such content.

ChatGPT has generated a coherent argument
connecting the outbreak of a vaping-related disease
in the US to the origins of the virus responsible for
COVID-19, a claim that appears to have originated
with a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson in
August 2021. (Screenshot via NewsGuard)

When ChatGPT did not yet have the ability to browse
the Internet, it sometimes invented summaries when
presented with URLs of articles. It would read the URL,
which often contains the title of the article, and
embark on a dissertation on the subject. NewsGuard
published a report barely a week after the launch of
GPT-4, considering OpenAI’s new artificial intelligence
as "a disaster in the making" that conflates scientific
knowledge, opinions, and disinformation without any
references. To measure the AI algorithm's ability to
produce disinformation , the American startup►

Unlike Midjourney and its images of the Pope in a
puffer jacket, ChatGPT does not aid third parties
in fabricating falsehoods; it generates them itself.
New generative AI tools like OpenAI's ChatGPT,
Microsoft's BingGPT, and Google's Bard are

Indeed capable of generating a vast stream of
false information online. Alphabet, Google's
parent company, found itself in a predicament
(and saw its stock price drop by $100 billion) after
its Bard tool misinterpreted a historical fact in a
marketing video intended to boast about the
tool's sophistication.

Meanwhile, OpenAI, with ChatGPT, has become
the metonymy of generative AI. The company,
which has only retained the name "Open Source",
could soon find itself in a near-monopoly position
with a technology that some compare to the
invention of the printing press or the advent of
the personal computer and later the
smartphone. ChatGPT can converse about
almost anything but is much more reticent when
it comes to revealing its sources.

https://www.newsguardtech.com/misinformation-monitor/march-2023/
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Welcome to post-truth ?
A highly efficient but limited polyglot writer – text generation

administered questions to ChatGPT based
on false narratives circulating on the web.
The result is compelling, as Chine Labbé,
Editor-in-Chief Europe, points out:

"In 80% of cases, the robot eloquently
relayed false and misleading
statements about important news
topics, including COVID-19, Ukraine,
and school shootings in the United
States [...] For someone unfamiliar
with the questions or topics covered
by this content, the results could
easily appear legitimate or even
authoritative."

Moreover, GPT-4 chatbots
are limited by their reliance
on large datasets, making
them vulnerable to biases
and data manipulation.

As we project meaning onto
the responses of this
seductive tool of
perfectionism, which easily
passes the Turing test, we
tend to project meaning
onto its responses, even if it
leads us to be manipulated
and to come to terms with a
reality that does not suit us,
that we no longer want to
face, especially since we can
ask it to rephrase its answers
until they satisfy us.►

NewsGuard has since
introduced a new tool to train
generative AI services to
prevent the spread of false
information. Microsoft, which
supports NewsGuard, already
licenses NewsGuard data and
uses it for BingGPT.

Another limitation of GPT-4
chatbot technology is its
inability to detect sarcasm
and irony. This means that it
can easily be led

to spread fake news and
misinformation, as it is unable
to distinguish between
authentic statements and
sarcastic ones.
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Welcome to post-truth ?
Hyper-realistic creations with five fingers – image generation

An AI-generated image is not fake news, as
long as its artificial nature is declared.
However, when taken out of context, the
situation becomes complicated. AI image
generator Midjourney has already stopped
offering free trials of its service.
Overwhelmed by demand, the software's
free access was suspended since March
28th.

DALL-E, OpenAI's image-generating AI, is
capable of generating images from textual
descriptions. The image generation tool
(released to the public before ChatGPT) also
uses a Transformer-like architecture, similar
to that of LLMs, but is specifically trained to
transform textual inputs into coherent and
creative images. The boundary between
reality and fiction is thus blurred in images
as well. One of the strangest examples is
Reddit users inventing events that never
happened. The images on the right of
Justine Moore seem real and are supposed
to come from the great Cascadia
earthquake that devastated Oregon in 2001.

But this earthquake never happened: the
event does not exist. These are AI-generated
images, used online to spread the story of a
completely fabricated natural disaster.
Knowing how social networks highlight
sensational content, it is easy to grasp the
disinformation potential held by individuals
desperately seeking notoriety.

Twitter Capture Justine Moore

In March, a (false) image of Pope Francis in a white down
jacket went viral. Buzzfeed News called it the "first case of
mass disinformation by AI" and traced the author of the
image, Pablo Xavier, from Chicago. Pablo Xavier revealed
that he was under the influence of hallucinogenic
mushrooms when he decided it would be fun to dress the
Pope in a Balenciaga coat and share the image on the
Reddit account dedicated to Midjourney generated images.

In this clearly defined
context, there is no problem
understanding that it was a
joyful exercise. However, the
image was then shared on
other social networks out of
context, and fooled more
than one.►

https://twitter.com/venturetwins/status/1640038880325009408
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/chrisstokelwalker/pope-puffy-jacket-ai-midjourney-image-creator-interview
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Welcome to post-truth ?
Hyper-realistic creations with five fingers – image generation

But there have been more disturbing examples
recently. When the news of Donald Trump's
possible arrest was announced, AI-generated
images depicting Donald Trump's arrest went
viral. Many people believed they were real
images, confusing fabrication and information.
Before, one could recognize an AI-generated
image with the naked eye. Today, the exercise
is becoming increasingly complicated.
Following the release of images of Donald
Trump's fake arrest, Midjourney attempted to
impose rules. It excluded the British journalist
who had devised photos of the pseudo-arrest
of Donald Trump.

However, some limitations still exist for
detecting a fake (but these will quickly fade
with the advancement of training, as seen in
the illustration of this article). The AI for image
generation has the same limitations in
understanding the world as that of text: The AI
is trained to synthesize the files it consults.
It excels in generating images similar to those
it finds online, but it does not understand the
underlying structure of objects and people.

requires post-processing (via Photoshop),
particularly the part that AI cannot handle on
images: text. However, once again, the striking
realism of these artificial scenes may eventually
discredit real photos. The level of realism of the
photos produced has a concerning side effect:
their extreme virality on social networks, the
preferred channels for spreading disinformation.
Twitter's "blue ticks" used to signal the authenticity
of the author. Now, they help disinformation
peddlers appear reliable. The unprecedented
images mentioned above have indeed
circulated at breakneck speed on social
networks.

Generative AI can produce highly realistic
manipulated images, contributing to the spread
of disinformation, distorting people, events, or
situations, leading to a twisted perception of
reality. These images can be used to create fake
profiles for malicious purposes, such as scams
and identity theft, and generative AI can
perpetuate stereotypes and biases present in
training data. ►

This results in bodies adopting relatively strange
positions. A bit less accessible than generating fake
texts "in the style of," image generation often still
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Welcome to post-truth ?
A deceptive voice - voice generation

On April 12, 2023, Radio France dedicated an
entire day to Artificial Intelligence on its
France Inter station. Among interviews with
real experts, one could hear Martin Luther
King or Barack Obama in speeches
commenting current events (the AI
generation of French language still being
perfectible). This feat was made possible
thanks to the startup RadioGPT. Why, then, still
bother trying to obtain comments from
public figures on various subjects when they
can be fabricated by AI in a matter of
seconds?

For creators of fake videos and fake sounds,
GPT technology could be used to generate
more realistic versions of well-known political
and cultural personalities, capable of
speaking in a way that better mimics these
individuals. It can also be used to more
quickly and cost-effectively create an army
of non-existent people, fake actors capable
of fluently delivering messages in multiple
languages. Once based on manipulation of
replaying an existing voice, the voice can

now be created entirely synthetically. Audio
deepfake based on imitation is a way to
transform an original speech from a speaker
- the original - so that it resembles that of
another speaker - the target - based on
imitation.
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Welcome to post-truth ?
A deceptive voice - voice generation

At the beginning of the year, Microsoft
unveiled a new artificial intelligence
system capable of recreating a
person's voice after listening to them
speak for just three seconds, VALL-E.
VALL-E is a neural-coded language
model in which artificial intelligence
identifies words and uses its
algorithms to construct waveforms
that resemble those of the speaker,
including retaining their timbre and
emotional tone. This technology also
allows for the creation of more
personalized digital assistants and
natural-sounding voice synthesis and
voice translation services. Also in
January, internet users hijacked the
ElevenLabs voice cloning service to
create fake audio recordings
mimicking celebrities making racist,
homophobic, and violent statements.
In one of these edits, Emma Watson,
star of the Harry Potter saga, reads
excerpts from Adolph Hitler's Mein
Kampf.

In another, Ben Shapiro, a famous American radio host known for his
very conservative positions, makes racist remarks about Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, a Democratic Party member. Other audio deepfakes
involving directors Quentin Tarantino and George Lucas or American
host Joe Rogan were spotted on 4chan.

Artificial Intelligence possesses the
capacity to replicate the voice of any
individual. Vice journalist, Joseph Cox,
employed a comparable AI
technology to gain access to a bank
account, utilising a version of his own
voice reproduced by the AI. Audio
generated by AI can mimic voices,
which may lead to fraud, identity
theft, and misinformation; it can be
utilised to fabricate false audio
content, deceiving or manipulating
listeners. Malefactors have already
begun to exploit artificial intelligence
to impersonate distressed family
members. Beyond misinformation, the
criminal potential of vocal generative
AI is tremendous.

https://www.vice.com/en/article/dy7axa/how-i-broke-into-a-bank-account-with-an-ai-generated-voice
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Welcome to post-truth ?
Industrialised deepfakes on the horizon? - video generation

Owing to generative AI, in the near
future, we shall be able to enjoy
modern films starring Marilyn Monroe
and attend a Beatles concert within
our own living rooms. AI enables
Anthony Bordain and Andy Warhol to
communicate from the afterlife,
grants Tom Hanks unending youth,
and allows us to witness
impersonations of Greta Thunberg,
Kim Kardashian, and Jay Z engaging
in disputes over garden upkeep within
a foolish British television sitcom. As
an illustration of what is currently
achievable, Metaphysics (creator of
@deeptomcruise) utilised a deepfake
in September of the previous year to
showcase Elvis on the programme
America's Got Talent. This offers a
means to rewrite history and blur the
lines between fact and fabrication.
Dozens of start-ups harness

generative AI to create radiant, virtual
individuals for recreational and
lucrative purposes. Large language
models such as GPT introduce a new,
complex dimension.
At the end of 2022, Graphika observed
limited instances of Spamouflage, a
pro-Chinese influence operation (IO),
promoting content comprising video
footage of fictitious individuals, almost
certainly created utilising artificial
intelligence techniques. While a series
of IO actors increasingly employ AI-
generated images or manipulated
media within their campaigns, this
marked the first instance of a state-
led operation promoting AI-generated
video footage of fictitious individuals.
During an interview with Sequoia,
Jensen Huang, CEO of NVIDIA, stated:
"Every pixel will soon be generated. Not
rendered: generated."

https://www.graphika.com/reports/deepfake-it-till-you-make-it
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Industrialised deepfakes on the horizon? - video generation

Start-ups such as Hour One, Synthesia,
Uneeq, and D-ID are swiftly progressing in
video generation. Once again, the
technology for creating falsifications,
previously reserved for specialists, is
becoming accessible to all. "Now, one
merely requires a content idea," explains
Natalie Monbiot, Head of Strategy at Tel-
Aviv-based start-up Hour One, which
employs deepfake technology for online
learning videos, business presentations,
news reports, and advertisements. The
company has incorporated a new
feature, integrating GPT, OpenAI's text
writing system. Users now simply select
from the dozens of avatars and voices
created by actors and type a message to
obtain a lifelike talking head. (Like some of
its competitors, Hour One also allows
users to digitise their own faces and
voices.) The company has acquired the
usage rights of hundreds of actors, whose
AI-transformed heads only appear in
videos that adhere to contractual
agreements and the terms of service:

"Never illegal, unethical, controversial,
religious, political, or sexual content," reads
the small print. For well-known
personalities, usage is limited to
"personally approved use." The company
also places an "AV" watermark at the
bottom of its videos, signifying "Altered
Visuals."

Generative AI, capable of creating
convincing deepfake videos, facilitates
the manipulation of public figures and
events. These artificially produced videos
can contribute to disinformation
campaigns, harm trust in reliable sources,
and potentially sway public opinion.

The audiovisual AI learns fast. The
combination of language models, facial
recognition software, and voice synthesis
will render image control a relic of the
past, warned the American group Eurasia
in their recent annual risk report.
The geopolitical analysts ranked
disinformation by AI as the third most

significant global risk in 2023, just behind threats posed by
China and Russia. Day by day, the technology of video and
audio deepfakes improves. When combined with a compelling
script generated by ChatGPT, it is only a matter of time before
deepfakes become indistinguishable from authentic materials.

Eurasia : Weapons of Mass Disruption

https://www.eurasiagroup.net/live-post/top-risks-2023-3-Weapons-of-mass-disruption
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How to contain abuse? Moderation, regulation? Education!

Should these tools be reserved for an
enlightened elite to avoid abuse? Should
legislation be introduced to mandate all
ChatGPT to Midjourney5 tools to bear a
"Created by AI" watermark? Two hundred
million people use ChatGPT, yet less than 1% of
them understand its functioning. As with every
technological breakthrough, it is impossible to
enforce a law globally. China was a precursor
in regulating deepfakes, while in Europe, there
is an attempt to adapt the AI Act to the
technological disruption of generative AI.

In the meantime, each platform embarks on
its own management of these issues. Among
them are OpenAI's Red Team and the
independent ARC, which are responsible for
assessing catastrophic scenarios involving the
GPT model. Tech companies launching AI
tools endeavour to implement safeguards to
prevent abuse, but they cannot control open-
source versions. At least one powerful AI
language tool created by Meta, Facebook's
parent company, has already leaked online
and was swiftly posted on the anonymous

piece of text was written
by a human or a
machine. AI literacy and
media education with a
healthy dose of critical
thinking seem more
urgent than ever.

discussion forum 4chan.

Midjourney's content restrictions are more
permissive than some competing services
(such as OpenAI's DALL-E), but more restrictive
than others (e.g., Stable Diffusion). Midjourney
implements an attempt at prior moderation
and maintains a list of prohibited words
(including Xi Jinping) "related to topics in
different countries, based on complaints from
users in those countries," according to a
message from Holz last October. However, it
does not share the full version of this list to
minimise "drama." As Holz stated last year,
"Almost no one ever notices [the ban list]
unless they're specifically trying to create
drama, which is against our rules in the tos
[terms of service]. Nonetheless, nothing will
prevent the use of synonyms or paraphrases
to bypass filters.
Social networks, which have already failed in
detecting the previous generation of fake
news prior to the advent of generative AI, also
attempt to play a role in raising awareness:

In the meantime, the creators
of generative AI both develop
the virus and offer the
antidote: OpenAI has
released a free tool designed
to help educators and others
determine wether a particular

https://www.reuters.com/technology/chinas-rules-deepfakes-take-effect-jan-10-2022-12-12/
https://platform.openai.com/ai-text-classifier
https://platform.openai.com/ai-text-classifier
https://platform.openai.com/ai-text-classifier
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Conclusion 

In an infinite artificial village where the
barrier between natural language and
computer language has been abolished,
how can we still differentiate between truth
and falsehood? What answer can be given
to those who claim that it does not matter
if something is false, as long as the story
told is engaging, relevant to them, and
aligns with their ideas and values, firmly
rooted within their small social media filter
bubble, where facts and opinions have
long been placed on equal footing? Texts,
images, and sounds - as soon as creativity
is involved, questions of veracity (and
sometimes intellectual property) arise. We
can fear a world overflowing with
misinformation and devoid of trust.
Disinformation generated by AI-created
texts, images, and sounds may pose an
increasing danger to our societies.
The real may soon be mistaken for the
false or disappear in favour of apocryphal
realities.

One of the consequences could be that everyone becomes (even) more sceptical and distrustful of
information - you literally cannot believe your eyes. Deceptive content threatens democratic stability,
exacerbates divisions, and further erodes trust in institutions. Media education and critical awareness
are key elements in strengthening population resilience against these threats. By fostering critical
thinking, learning to verify sources, and understanding the workings of AI technologies, we can
protect ourselves from the dangers of disinformation and build a more informed and resilient society.
It is simply a matter of retaining our instincts, as the system can diverge at any moment. We are only
at the beginning of the evolution of generative AI, and it will take thoughtful policy, moderation, and
innovation to prevent AI-generated disinformation from wreaking havoc. AI is now capable of taking
context into account, so let's do the same to keep our critical mind. In the face of increasingly
sophisticated artificial intelligence, a good dose of human common sense will definitely be required.
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Main biases interfering in human ability to believe in fake news

Confirmation bias

Refers to our tendency to
accept what we want to
believe more readily than that
which we don't want to believe,
because we are polarized
around certain opinions.

Omission bias

Refers to our tendency to judge 
harmful actions more morally 
acceptable than harmful 
omissions even if they result in 
similar consequences. In other 
words, our decisions may vary 
depending on the situation even if 
the outcome is the same.

Social influence 
bias

Refers to our tendency to be
influenced by group of people
we interact with in the
validation of an information
even if it is false. This influence
can be high even in a small
group of 3 individuals.

Beliefs bias

Refers to our tendency to
judge the strength of
arguments based on our
personal beliefs and
knowledge rather than from a
logical point of view. It means
that we are less likely to
endorse a logical reasoning
when it conflicts with our own
beliefs.

Emotional bias

Refers to a distortion
in cognition and decision
making due to emotional factors.
The more we are sensitive to
positive and negative emotions
triggered, the more we will tent to
say that a fake news is real.
Emotions will not affect a lot the
way we detect real news but will
play a lot in detecting fake news.

Illusory truth effect

Refers to our tendency to believe
false information to be correct
after repeated exposure. The more
we are exposed to this information,
the more we think it is true. Some
debunking techniques used today
might increase people likelihood to
believe in fake news only because
they are repeating several times
the fake news

Cognitive biases have strong impacts on the decisions we make and our ability to judge information we receive. Conversely, reasoning capacity is
the most predictive of individual ability to discern fake news from real news over their personal opinions. To understand how reasoning capacity can
be enhanced, understanding the types of biases we are subjected to is essential. There are multiple types of biases, no less than 180, not only
cognitive but also social. The following ones interfere the most with our ability to believe into fake news.

Overclaiming bias

Refers to our tendency to claim
more knowledge than is possible to
“self-enhance” when asked about
familiarity with general knowledge
and statements.

Bullshit 
receptivity 
task bias

Refers to our tendency to 
perceive meaningless, complex 
statements as profound.

COGNITIVE BIASES' INFLUENCE ON THE SPREADOFDISINFORMATION

1. Disinformation in context
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Based on our biases, it engages fast parallel 
automatic strategies and requires low 
efforts

SYSTEM #1 : The Basic System

It engages our analytical and deliberative 
thinking but requires high efforts

SYSTEM #2 : The Rational System

It triggers system 1 or system 2 depending 
on the situation. System 3 could help to 
resist to system 1 and reengage system 2

SYSTEM #3 : The Cognitive Control 

1. Disinformation in context

COGNITIVE BIASES' INFLUENCE ON THE SPREADOFDISINFORMATION

A fictional representation to understand brain functioning

Human brain can be represented by three very simple 
fictional systems, based on neuroeconomic studies :

“Our challenge is to 
make people 

activate more their 
cognitive control and 
engage their rational 

reasoning”

Grégoire Borst, Professor of 
Developmental Psychology and 
Educational Cognitive Neuroscience 
and Director of the Laboratory of 
Developmental Psychology and 
Childhood Education (CNRS).
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Metacognition  

CNRS researches pointed that people are
more inclined to activate their rational and
logical reasoning when they are supported
by explanations about the biases they can be
exposed to in their cognitive process.

Pre-bunking 

Although it is highly challenging,
the sooner facts are pre-
bunked and published, the more
it will have impact in reducing
fake news spread

COGNITIVE BIASES’ INFLUENCE ON THE SPREADOFDISINFORMATION

How to reduce bias effects and make people reason better?

Trust in media news has significantly decrease over these last years, regardless of types of news. The only source of news people trust are the ones 
coming from person they know in real life (IPSOS 2019 study). Given the today level of confidence in media, claiming that some medias are trustful, and 
others are not is inefficient. This approach is even worst as it increases society skepticism regarding news according to CNRS research. 

1. Disinformation in context

Fact checkers and media player must dare challenge themselves and reinvent new 
approaches 

Nudging 

People accord a higher
importance to information
accuracy when sharing
information than other aspects
(Pennycook & al (Nature (2021))

• Develop new educational formats to 
raise metacognitive awareness upon 
children and youth 

• Publish didactic contents explaining the 
potential bias people are exposed to

• Mention these contents in the fact 
checks to let people judge by 
themselves 

• Acculturate fact checkers and journalists 
to metacognitive knowledge 

• Increase collaboration  between 
scientific and journalists and build 
common tools

• Enhance audience 
knowledge  

• Leverage AI to build 
predictive approaches of 
deceptive narratives 
based on recurring 
patterns (covid_19 to 
monkeypox hoaxes) 

• Develop new approaches 
of weak signals and 
vulnerabilities detection 

• Increase interactivity and 
conversation channels

• Implement new user journeys 
asking users to verify the 
accuracy of information 
before sharing the 
information 

• Provide simple tools to the 
audience about how to verify 
accuracy of the information  

• Increase interactivity and 
conversation channels with 
the audience through claims 
and bots  

Transparency

Trust remains slow despite journalists 
and fact checkers efforts to increase 
sources transparency and pedagogy. 
New levers must be explored. 

• Adopt an ethnological approach 
putting citizens at the heart to 
identify their expectations and 
make emerge new solutions 

• Put emphasis on the user 
experience and design  

• Review journalism and fact 
checking lexicon to increase 
confidence and transparency

• Don’t be afraid of benchmarking  
disinformation protagonists to 
confront them better 
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Page 26 /    Main disinformation topics and 
narratives over the last 12 months 

Page 33 /    Most efficient patterns for fake 
news dissemination last year 

Part 2 Last year of disinformation
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Main disinformation topics 
and narratives over the last 
12 months

2. Last year of disinformation

2
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

5 topics concentrating disinformation narratives across Europe

Ukrainian 
War

Covid_19 
Pandemic

National & 
Regional Elections

Energy 
Crisis 

Climate
Change

Others

Islamization of the west
Gender-based disinformation 

Anti-Migrants 
Turkey earthquake

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

1. Ukrainian War

• Russians didn’t commit attacks but Ukrainians / 
Ghost of kiev 

• Ukrainians are pro-Nazi  
• Ukrainians are corrupted
• Western media spread fake news about the war 
• Ukraine on path to nuclear weapon   

Since February 2022, Ukrainian war has rapidly become the main focus  of disinformation across Europe  

POSITION 

Pro-Russia 

• V. Zelensky 
• Ukraine 

Government  
• Ukrainian 

population 
• Ukrainian forces 

Anti-EU
• NATO and 

supporters 
• EU Institutions 
• EU governments  

• Sanctions against Russia and military aids are 
useless

• NATO is militarily involved in the war
• Migrants are treated better than nationals  
• The Ukrainian war is causing financial distress to the 

European population  

Pro-
Ukraine  

• V. Poutine 
• Russian 

government  

• Ukrainian suffered from atrocities 
• Migrants live in concentration camps 
• War escalation 

TARGETS COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MAIN NARRATIVES

• Justifying Russia’s aggression.
• Damaging Zelensky’s public figure
• Compromising Ukrainians’ image 

and creating resentment  
• Discrediting Western media 

• Exaggerating the negative 
consequences of the war 

• Minimizing the negative impact of 
the sanctions on the Russian 
economy.

• Exaggerating Russians abuses in 
Ukraine 

• Disinformation about Russians 
nuceal strategy 

https://www.dw.com/en/fact-check-ukraines-ghost-of-kyiv-fighter-pilot/a-60951825
https://www.factcheck.org/2022/03/the-facts-on-de-nazifying-ukraine/
https://demagog.org.pl/fake_news/ukrainscy-uchodzcy-demoluja-sklep-nagranie-pochodzi-sprzed-wojny/
https://faktencheck.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32MK7L8-1
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

2. Covid_19 Pandemic

• Vaccines are deadly #diedsuddenly
• Vaccines tests was not robust
• Vaccines are dangerous for pregnancy and 

breastfeeding 
• Covid-19 / monkeypox are hoaxes

Covid-19 has monopolized the disinformation sphere and persisted despite a refocus on the Ukrainian war 

POSITION 

Anti-Vaxx
• The WHO
• Governments 
• Big Pharma 
• Minorities

Anti-
Systems

• Elites 
• Big figures (Bill 

Gates… )
• The WHO 
• Big Pharma  
• Minorities

• Vaccines are mandatory for school children 
• Non vaccinated people are repressed
• Deployed measures are useless   

TARGETS COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MAIN NARRATIVES

• Creating distrust in scientific 
expertise 

• Fueling conspiracy theories 
• Personification of victims
• Denying vaccines benefit or 

exaggerating its downsides  

• Fueling conspiracy and dystopia 
theories  

• Creating a sentiment of 
authoritarian and oppression 

• Accusing about instrumental use 
of vaccines for specific agendas 

• Stigmatization of minorities and 
communities   

https://www.ellinikahoaxes.gr/2022/09/07/france-fda-vaccines-mix/
https://apnews.com/article/vaccine-died-suddenly-misinformation-a8e3a80a015ba9bf78b6bd4f3c271f58
https://factual.afp.com/http%253A%252F%252Fdoc.afp.com%252F9W84NT-1
https://factcheck.afp.com/conspiracy-theorist-hoax-pandemic-video-goes-viral-despite-facebook-ban
https://sprawdzam.afp.com/http%253A%252F%252Fdoc.afp.com%252F9NF6ZU-1
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

3. National & Regional Elections

• Suppression or hijack of ballots 
• Electronical votes are made to track people 
• Politicians are running for voter-suppression

campaign  

2022 local elections has driven a lot of disinformation with exportation to neighboring countries 

POSITION 

Pro-
Far Right

• Far rights 
• Green parties 
• Politicians 

Anti-
Systems

• Government
• Institutions 

• Polarized people are deprivate from their voting 
rights 

• Politicians are the targets of death threats 

TARGETS COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MAIN NARRATIVES

• Emphasing on electoral fraud 
• Creating conspiracy theories 
• Degrading image of politicians  
• Launching anti-refugee stances

• Building electoral distrust 
• Fueling authoritarian and 

oppressive measure 
• Reinforcing political polarization  

https://observers.france24.com/fr/europe/20220518-non-des-bulletins-pour-marine-le-pen-n-ont-pas-%C3%A9t%C3%A9-d%C3%A9truits-lors-de-la-pr%C3%A9sidentielle
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.327X8VW
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2022/05/13/landtagswahl-in-nrw-nein-man-darf-wahlzettel-nicht-unterschreiben-das-macht-die-stimme-ungueltig/
https://www.wral.com/fact-check-are-1-in-13-black-americans-deprived-of-voting-rights/20153634/
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

4. Energy Crisis

• Preppers’ claims about blackout 
• Renewable and electrical vehicles are useless
• Authorities want to give electricity providers the 

option of remotely controlling electric cars

Disinformation flourished amid the energy crisis in Europe and open a fertile ground of instrumentalization for 
pro-Russia and right-wing outlets propaganda 

POSITION 

Anti-
Energy 

Transition

• Green Parties and 
policies  

Pro-Russia
&

Right-
Wing 

Outlets

• NATO
• European 

governments 

• Drastic measures are deployed (exaggerated 
electricity price surge, drastic energy saving plan…)

• Energy saving initiatives are causing deadly 
accidents

• Preppers’ claims about blackout 
• Russian fossil energy sources are essential. 

TARGETS COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MAIN NARRATIVES

• Confusing on the risks of energetic 
transition measures

• Creating dystopia theories  
• Denying climate emergency

• Leveraging the war to exaggerate 
its negative consequences  

• Denying climate emergency 
• Reinforcing political polarization 
• Instrumentalizing the anti-

energetic transition narratives 

https://www.verificat.cat/es/fact-check/que-sabemos-de-los-videos-que-muestran-vehiculos-supuestamente-electricos-en-llamas
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MAIN DISINFORMATION TOPICS AND NARRATIVES OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS

2. Last year of disinformation

5. Climate Change

• Climate change unsupported by scientific 
evidences, cold weather in many countries is an 
evidence of that

• Climate change is not man made 
• Ozone hole is an exaggeration 
• Climate phenomenon are controlled
• Climate lockdowns” for member states where 

certain levels of pollution are surpassed 
• Renewables drive high pollution 
• “15 minutes city” are plan to create lockdown 
• Traditional media spread panic through false news 

and/or manipulated images

Since second semester, climate change disinformation has become constantly present and is expected to persist 

POSITION 

Climate 
Skeptics 

& 
“Reassurist

s”

• Green Parties and 
politicians 

• Electric vehicles 
manufacturers  

TARGETS COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MAIN NARRATIVES

• Reinforcing denialism 
• Shifting from denialism to 

delayism
• Minimizing climate change 

downsides  
• Fueling conspiracy theories 
• Discrediting traditional medias 

https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32G96NN
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32G96NN
https://www.verificat.cat/es/fact-check/espana-nunca-ha-alcanzado-los-50-c
https://www.verificat.cat/es/fact-check/el-agujero-de-la-capa-de-ozono-no-fue-una-exageracion-se-arreglo-prohibiendo-los-gases-que-lo-causaron
https://factual.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32JY8NA-1
https://maldita.es/clima/20230110/union-europea-confinamientos-climaticos-contaminacion/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20230215-conspiracy-theories-on-15-minute-cities-flourish
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Most efficient patterns for 
fake news dissemination 
last year 

2. Last year of disinformation
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MOST EFFICIENT PATTERNS FOR FAKE NEWS DISSEMINATION LAST YEAR 

2. Last year of disinformation

Approaches to fuel disinformation narratives

Take the occasion of major
events to recycle old narratives
against traditional targets and
maximize their exposure so they
persist in time (adv. World Cup)

Reviving old narratives 
during major events or 
crisis

Introduce disinformation
narratives that originate from one
country to other countries to
trigger polarization and
manipulation (adv. French
Elections to Spain, Italy and
Germany)

Exporting 
disinformation to 
neighboring 
countries 

Instrumentalize hot disinformation
topics and overlap them to
create new ones (adv. Ukrainian
War with Covid-19 Pandemic),
which is called “cross-fertilization”
by experts.

Overlapping multiple 
disinformation topics 

Leverage main news of the
moment to create fake news
often using rhetorical statements
in the headlines to install wrong
messages (adv. Queen Elisabeth’s
Passing)

Click baiting 
following 
mainstream 
news 

Ukrainian  supporters displaying pro Nazi 
symbols at the World Cup 

Marine Le Pen destroyed ballots spread 
through an Italian channel telegram

The WHO uses Ukraine war to impose vaccines 
and Ukrainian government to reserve financial 

aid to vaccinated people only 

Queen Elizabeth II's corgis "returning to 
London

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/11/24/fact-check-a-fake-video-of-ukrainian-nazi-fans
https://observers.france24.com/fr/europe/20220518-non-des-bulletins-pour-marine-le-pen-n-ont-pas-%C3%A9t%C3%A9-d%C3%A9truits-lors-de-la-pr%C3%A9sidentielle
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.326A6DR
https://factcheck.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32J968B


352. Last year of disinformation

50% in average
of Ukrainian war 
disinformation is 
conveyed through Video
Source : Edmo’s periodical insight 

40% in average 
of topics of 
disinformation are 
spread through 
Facebook
Source : Edmo’s periodical insight 

11% in average
of Youtube’s most 
viewed videos on 
Covid_19 vaccines
accounting for 18 million 
views contradicted the  
reference standard 
Source : BMJ Global Health

20% in average
of videos shared on 
Tiktok contained 
misinformation in 2022. 
Source : Meta Media - News Guard 

Some figures about disinformation reach and mediums used
MOST EFFICIENT PATTERNS FOR FAKE NEWS DISSEMINATION LAST YEAR 
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MOST EFFICIENT PATTERNS FOR FAKE NEWS DISSEMINATION LAST YEAR 

2. Last year of disinformation

New methods to expand the reach of fake news

While videos and social platform remain the main supports for 
disinformation, new methods set up over the last months  

Growing disinformation websites about climate
change now spreading over Twitter
More than 30 dedicated websites have been
recently spotted by the EU DisinfoLab such as
Klimaat Gek or Climate ETC producing content in
several languages mainly about climate
delayism. While their reach ranges from 5.000 to
over 139.000 monthly visits, another study from ISD
reported a significant rise of these fringe climate-
denying websites’ mentions on twitter since the
beginning of 2022, reaching 10,000 mentions a
day boosted by the Blue Check’ Twitter Accounts.

An arsenal of authentic medias clones as part of
the Russian propaganda campaign
More than 50 clones have been identified by the
EU DisinfoLab and Qurium especially targeting
Germany. These websites rely on domain names

very similar to original ones (Bildeu.com,
spiegelco.com, 20minuts.com…) and same design.
Using automatic translation services, they
distribute fake articles, videos and polls about
Ukraine War and disseminate them through
social media.

Telegram becoming a large-scale disinformation
amplifier
While its penetration vary from one country to
another (6,6% in Danmark to 46,5% in Italy of 16 to
64 years old users according to Statista 2022),
telegram is gaining position favored by its
encryption level and advanced sharing features
but also the measures taken by Whatsapp and
other social platforms to limit disinformation.
Already in 2020, Correctiv have identified 650
Telegram Groups spreading across Germany

having distribute nearly 200 fliers containing
COVID-19 misinformation to people’s mailboxes. A
more recent study conducted by Edmo Belux in
association with the EU DisinfoLab, studying the
link-sharing behaviour of a subset of 30 Dutch-
speaking Telegram far-right and conspiracy
communities, has demonstrated how much
Telegram is an amplifier of disinformation with its
ability to expose very broadly fake news from
other social media like Youtube but also
disinformation websites or Russian platforms.
In addition to that, automation of communication
and promotion through bots is becoming more
and more mastered
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Disinformation industrialization

3. Trend drivers impacting disinformation landscape
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393. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

DINSINFORMATION INDUSTRIALIZATION 

It's always the same story... A discreet office,
somewhere in the city or in the suburbs, and
behind this seemingly harmless place, a factory
of disinformation offering new types of services
to the highest bidder.

Two years ago, Buzzfeed News brought
concrete evidences about this large-scale
disinformation. According to their report, 27
disinformation campaigns have been
operated since 2011 and the number has
steadily increased.That is how it started:

« Peng Kuan Chin pulled out his phone,
eager to show the future of online
manipulation.
Unseen servers began crawling the web
for Chinese articles and posts. The system
quickly reorganized the words and
sentences into new text. His screen
displayed a rapidly increasing tally of the
articles generated by his product, which
he dubs the “Content Farm Automatic
Collection System."
With the articles in hand, a set of websites
that Peng controlled published them, and
his thousands of fake social media
accounts spread them across the
internet, instantly sending manipulated
content into news feeds, messaging app
inboxes, and search results. »

The rise of a large-scale disinformation

A juicy Market

With 19 campaigns
operated only in 2019,
this year has marked
the outset of what is
now called “the
industrialization of
disinformation”.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/disinformation-for-hire-black-pr-firms


403. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

#1 DINSINFORMATION INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The rise of a large-scale disinformation

Since then, these methods have travelled the planet, certainly
crossing almost every country since it has become a
geopolitical weapon as much as an internal political one.

New companies specialized in disinformation emerged and
started selling their services to the highest bidder :

Another study by Oxford University in 2020 reflected this
worldwide expansion, whether through subcontractors or not.
The study was able to account for more than $60 million in
contracts while admitting that it is obvious that this is only the tip
of the iceberg.

Here is one of their table. I encourage you to read the whole
document ;-)

And if you can't find your country, it’s not
because these techniques are not used...
it's simply that it wasn’t spotted in the
Oxford University study. ►

https://demtech.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2021/02/CyberTroop-Report20-Draft9.pdf


413. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

DINSINFORMATION INDUSTRIALIZATION 

A sophisticated industrial operating model

Called Troll farms or "marketing" and "communication" agencies, employing cyber troops or hackers and
hacktivists, these millions dollars companies obviously create sophisticated campaigns to destroy
public's trust in the traditional media. Who to believe? What to believe?

Their teams create trends on Twitter, do
narrative laundering, drown the web with
contradictory information so that we can no
longer find our way around (DDoSing) or that
journalists end up naively picking up false
information “Flooding an information space
with conspiracy theories is like pumping static
into your living room,” explains Kate Starbird

They of course leverage AI and cheap labor to
create and invest accounts and websites that
look like the real ones. Everything is a mean to
satisfy their clients and make false information
"real" in the eyes of a maximum of people.

Some examples are given in this article from
CIMA (Center for International Media
Assistance)

https://blog.factal.com/2019/12/11-emerging-trends-in-global-disinformation-for-2020/
https://www.cima.ned.org/blog/disinformation-for-hire-the-pollution-of-news-ecosystems-and-erosion-of-public-trust/


423. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

DINSINFORMATION INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The examples of Vulkan and Ghostwritter

Vulkan, a cyber warfare orchestrated by Russia GhostWriter’s, a large-scale campaign still
running since 2016
First attributed to the Russians, now to the
Belarussians, their attacks seem to be against
NATO via countries involved as Lithuania or
Poland. For the time being, investigators are not
finding all the answers to this campaign. Their
tactics were highlighted by Fire eye in 2020
through the following pattern :

Some examples are better than words 

By the article of 27 September 2021 on Siecle Digitial

By reading the Guardian article of March 30th

2023, you discover, on the basis of 15,000
documents which would have been stolen to
the Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) , the
method of Vladimir Putin to conduct cyber
warfare both domestically and abroad, with a
particular focus on the use of disinformation
and propaganda.
The tactics described in the documents
include the use of "troll factories" to spread
false information on social media platforms,
the creation of fake news websites and social
media accounts, and the use of hackers to
gain access to sensitive information.
The leak is likely to have serious implications for
Russia's relations with other countries, as it
provides concrete evidence of the country's
efforts to interfere in foreign elections and
manipulate public opinion.

Capture from the Cardiff Ghost ReportTo know more about how GhostWritter campaign 
adapts over the years, you can read this report

One of their characteristics is the choice of the
moments to attack. They always coincide with
important news of targeted countries..

You can read more about Vulkan in the extremely well
provided article of the Guardian of March 30th 2023.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/mar/30/vulkan-files-leak-reveals-putins-global-and-domestic-cyberwarfare-tactics
https://siecledigital.fr/2021/09/27/ghostwriter-leurope-accuse-la-russie-de-cyberespionnage/
https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/2699483/Ghostwriter-Report-Final.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/mar/30/vulkan-files-leak-reveals-putins-global-and-domestic-cyberwarfare-tactics


• Knowing as much as possible about these tactics will help better 
face this industry. Here are examples of insightful resources about 
social media campaigns functioning : 

Telegram campaign automation through bots by the Islamic 
State 
Linkedin’s fake accounts creation with AI 

• Building threat intelligence models : 
Ben Nimmo and Eric Hutchins released on March 16, 2023
guidelines explaining how a “Kill Chain” could be built by the
ecosystem to fight against this industrialized disinformation
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Collaborate to develop 
Knowledge and Intelligence 
about Patterns and Threats 

Collaborate to better 
tackle Cybersecurity 
stakes 

• Collaboration with cybersecurity firms 
and specialists on specific fields 

• Cybersecurity training and awareness 
to be constantly updated 

• Development of dedicated tools

DINSINFORMATION INDUSTRIALIZATION 

How to better address these threats ?

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

Collaborate to increase 
Analytical Maturity & 
Interoperability 

• Adoption of common definitions
• Definition of common taxonomies
• Creation of common standards  

The disinformation industry will certainly gain ground with the rapid expansion of generative AI and new
opportunities to create realistic avatars, deepfakes, images, videos or sounds. Thus, fostering
collaboration within the fact checking ecosystem is now critical to win the fight against disinformation

Actors like Forbidden Story are doing
their part by arm wrestling with all
these "aggressors" of the truth.
Their work is cross-border and this
greatly enriches the results.

Collaboration is the key word

“A new model for analyzing online threats could help 
investigators detect and disrupt malicious operations 
more quickly—and enable them to better share their 

insights and understanding with one another.” (Source 
ENISA European union agency for cyber security)

Nothing is lost. An encouraging initiative

https://gnet-research.org/2023/04/04/terrorist-bots-how-islamic-state-has-automated-management-of-its-online-community-on-telegram/
https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/research-note-this-salesperson-does-not-exist-how-tactics-from-political-influence-operations-on-social-media-are-deployed-for-commercial-lead-generation/
https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/03/16/phase-based-tactical-analysis-of-online-operations-pub-89275
https://forbiddenstories.org/story-killers/team-jorge-disinformation/
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/foreign-information-manipulation-interference-fimi-and-cybersecurity-threat-landscape
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Twitter in the Elon Musk era

3. Trend drivers impacting disinformation landscape
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

Elon Musk, a contentious figure becoming editor in 
chief of hundreds millions of people

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

We went back in time a bit and took a look at Elon
Musk's story, his way of achieving his goals and
communicating. The levers he uses and puts at his
disposal in an "offensive" and voluntary way by
going as far as buying one of the most used
networks by public figures around the world.
What can we infer from this?
How can Twitter and quality information have a
common future given what is happening today?
Will another platform take Twitter's place or will a
balance be recreated between all the subscribers
of this platform?

You certainly remember that Elon Musk is a South
African-born entrepreneur. He is a billionaire and
widely known for his ambitious ventures in the
technology and energy industries : Elon Musk co-
founded PayPal and went on to found Tesla,
SpaceX, Neuralink, and The Boring Company.
Elon Musk has encountered success as well majors
fails during his life as a businessman. He has built
his life on an offensive method of action, surprising
people by trying until he succeeds or fails with
millions of dollars of investments. Nothing is done
by half with Elon Musk.

He knows that in the realm of communication,
what is most important is to be in everyone's
discussions. To be present in the minds. And the
more he breaks down his world views, the more he
is followed on social networks. The more influence
he has to lead the crowds where he wants.
Provocation is a mode of communication that
seems to be successful.
Dangerous game ?
Maybe, but Elon Musk doesn't let himself be pushed
around.
One of the key ways Musk manages his
communication is by using social media
platforms, particularly Twitter from 2009, to
promote his companies and ideas. He has a many
followers (134 millions) and often shares updates
and insights about his businesses, as well as his
personal views on various topics. He has also been
known to engage in online debates and
disagreements with critics and skeptics.

However, Musk has been criticized for spreading
false information or making misleading
statements through his social media presence.

For example : minimizing the severity of the Covid
(before becoming more moderate), suggesting that
the attack on Paul Pelosi could have been staged
(before apologizing), supporting Putin's
propaganda, etc…
Despite these controversies, Musk's communication
strategies have helped to build excitement and
support for his companies and projects,
demonstrating the power of effective
communication even when it is not always entirely
truthful.

In a way, it's almost natural to think that Elon Musk
wanted to buy the social platform with which he
has been communicating for years and on which
the most influential people have an account in
order to make it his playground with his own rules.
And so he did. He bought Twitter and now he sets
the rules.
As a self-proclaimed "free speech absolutist", he
can try to go beyond all his wildest ideas. ►

https://www.forbes.com/sites/joewalsh/2021/03/13/elon-musks-false-covid-predictions-a-timeline/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/elon-musk-deletes-tweet-with-unfounded-theory-about-pelosi-attack-2022-10-30/
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/elon-musk-peddling-putin-propaganda-ukraine-crimea-1234612343/
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/elon-musk-peddling-putin-propaganda-ukraine-crimea-1234612343/
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

Radical changes and a door open to disinformation

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

The shift in Twitter’s moderation strategy has
been materialized in mass layoffs of content
moderators.

In addition, Twitter’s press center has been
disactivated leaving journalists ghosted.

Musk also revealed plans for a new content
moderation council, which he said would be
made up of "people with diverse
backgrounds and viewpoints." Critics and
notably Le Monde have raised concerns
about the lack of transparency around the
new council and its potential for abuse.

The New York Times reported that Musk's
changes to Twitter's moderation policies
were part of a broader effort to make the
platform more profitable.

The layoffs and other changes were
designed to "streamline" the company and
make it more attractive to advertisers, the
article said. Critics have pointed out that
Musk's emphasis on monetizing the platform
could lead to a prioritization of advertising
over user safety.

Originally, “Blue Label” displayed on accounts was a
proof of accounts credibility. Having this label
required strict procedures of verification.

Now, this label can be easily granted by paying through
a monthly subscription. “Blue label» certified accounts
are now mixed with “Twitter Blue” paying accounts.

New gold labels have appeared for businesses.
1000/month... Or free if Twitter chooses.

A new « government-funded media » tag has also
recently emerged in line with new policies that require
accounts associated with state-affiliated media to be
labelled as such. These labels have already been
granted a little fast to some companies such as
National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS).

This tag disappeared on the night of 20-21 April 2023.

As soon as he acquired Twitter in November 2022, E.Musk implemented
several strategic changes driving many consequences to the
disinformation landscape

New moderation strategy
and policies

Refocus on profitability rather
than on user safety ?

From label policies to labels’
monetization

1
2

3

(Sources : Guardian, New York Times, The daily beast)  

https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2023/03/24/twitter-definitivement-condamne-pour-n-avoir-pas-fourni-des-informations-sur-ses-pratiques-de-moderation_6166805_4408996.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/04/12/tech/npr-twitter-use/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/nov/04/mass-sackings-monetisation-elon-musk-twitter-changing,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/19/business/twitter-content-moderation.html,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/04/technology/elon-musk-twitter-layoffs.html,
https://www.thedailybeast.com/elon-musk-reveals-his-dastardly-plan-for-new-twitter-content-moderation-council
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

Disinformation amplified by the “Chief Twit” himself

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

In addition to these major changes, E.Musk became more active with his
personal account and a more powerfull source of disinformation
dissemination, making journalists strongly worried about this new
situation.

Increase of his personal account 
visibility and community engagement 
by properly using Twitter’s Algorithm

Spread of conspiracy theories and 
opponents discredit, taking advantage 

from his strong visibility 

Tracking of individuals and organizations 
that he disagrees with or perceives as 

threats and information release, using a 
Twitter File 

Questioning Twitter’s engagement in the 
fight against disinformation 

His account became the most viewed account
since the acquisition

Various examples of his tweets.
In December 22, he had several journalists' accounts
suspended for no official reason... These were
commenting on his new Twitter policy

An article from NPR pointed out that Musk's tweets
often receive significant engagement and have the
potential to influence public opinion.

The article also pointed that E.Musk was using this
Twitter file as part of a larger pattern of behavior to
undermine trust in mainstream institutions.

The BBC notice that E.Musk can be cynical when he
tweets about the fact that Twitter cannot protect the
population from all the trolls.

https://www.radiofrance.fr/franceinter/elon-musk-a-fait-d-elon-musk-le-compte-le-plus-suivi-sur-le-twitter-d-elon-musk-4330600
https://rsf.org/en/musktwitter-establish-democratic-control-it-s-too-late
https://www.npr.org/2022/12/14/1142666067/elon-musk-is-using-the-twitter-files-to-discredit-foes-and-push-conspiracy-theor
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-64804007
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-64804007
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

Disinformation through Twitter already in surge

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

This article of Health Feedback about a study realized before and
after the acquisition of Twitter by Elon Musk lights up that Elon
Musk's tweets but also his new "bluebird release" policy allows
misinformation messages to be more widespread on the
platform.

Especially as according to
Tristan Mendés France :
“the big influencers of the
'complosphere' all rushed to get
a certification sticker”

According to a BBC investigation,
staff cuts, particularly in the
section that had cybersecurity
specialists, would allow troll farms
to return in force...

GPT chat bots are reportedly
making their way onto the web...

We don't know where to look
anymore, so much so that the
facts seem to prove that today
Twitter disinforms more than
yesterday►

https://healthfeedback.org/misinformation-superspreaders-thriving-on-musk-owned-twitter/
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/internet/reseaux-sociaux/twitter/twitter-blue-pourquoi-les-nouvelles-regles-de-certification-payante-peuvent-encourager-la-desinformation-sur-le-reseau-social_5751563.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-65067707
https://www.ladn.eu/media-mutants/twitter-comptes-zombies-chatgpt/
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

Many concerns and first reactions

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

No more press center, lack of transparency about
moderation rules, paying to be certified, certifying
disinformation accounts, spreading false
information, associating independent media
outlets with state-controlled propaganda…
Twitter’s new era seems to be a provocation
towards those who try to curb disinformation.
Journalists are raising a lot of questions and
concerns

Some newsrooms won’t pay for labels

The New York Times is one of them and they lost
their label. This created a crazy situation when an
Internet user bought the "Twitter blue" and
pretended (a joke for a day) to be the New York
Times. One can imagine the damage if this
account is used to misinform..

Others have already left Twitter

National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) stopped using Twitter
after the platform labelled them as government-
funded media. Indeed, NPR and PBS are both non-
profit organizations that receive funding from a
variety of sources, including donations and federal
grants, but they are not government-run. NPR said in
a statement that the label was "inaccurate and
misleading" and that they were concerned about
the potential impact on their reputation and
independence.
Then those tags disappeared on the night of 20-21
April 2023.

First solutions emerge to verify labels credibility

Thanks to this smart verified extension that can be
easily downloaded, it is possible to verify which
accounts was certified prior to Twitter’s
changes. (Thanks to Derek Bowler and his weekly newsletter on

LinkedIn)

Find the 
true one

Without « Verified » extension

With « Verified » extension

https://www.francetvinfo.fr/internet/reseaux-sociaux/twitter/twitter-blue-pourquoi-les-nouvelles-regles-de-certification-payante-peuvent-encourager-la-desinformation-sur-le-reseau-social_5751563.html
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/internet/reseaux-sociaux/twitter/twitter-blue-pourquoi-les-nouvelles-regles-de-certification-payante-peuvent-encourager-la-desinformation-sur-le-reseau-social_5751563.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/04/12/tech/npr-twitter-use/
https://github.com/evilsocket/veryfied
https://www.linkedin.com/comm/pulse/newsletter-12-biden-blanks-sunak-pope-francis-meets-satanic-bowler?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Aemail_email_series_follow_newsletter_01%3Bsk3iK9eoQhGTd2NX8veFKg%3D%3D&midToken=AQGIT881G7ermA&midSig=0IaiTBTOrkHGI1&trk=eml-email_series_follow_newsletter_01-newsletter_content_preview-0-readmore_button_&trkEmail=eml-email_series_follow_newsletter_01-newsletter_content_preview-0-readmore_button_-null-1bx9n5~lgkjasyk~1b-null-null&eid=1bx9n5-lgkjasyk-1b
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TWITTER, ELON MUSK AND THE WORLD

What’s next ?

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

What about Europe ?
Europe also reacted by asking Elon Musk to follow the commitments made and signed by Twitter before his arrival in 2018
and in June 2022 in The Code of Practice on Disinformation.

In February 2023, TechCrunch reported that European Union Foreign Policy Chief, Josep Borrell, had accused Elon Musk of
spreading disinformation on Twitter.

In response to Borrell's accusation, the Associated Press reported that Elon Musk had denied spreading disinformation and
that Twitter had defended itself by stating that it had taken steps to address the issue of disinformation on its platform.

In the end, Twitter was definitively sentenced for failing to provide information on its moderation practices last March 2023
(Lawsuit started in 2020)

So, what are the solution to fight against 
disinformation here ?

Quit Twitter for Mastodon and leave hundreds of millions of subscribers to the grip of 
numerous conspiracists?

Stay and hope that all this will be regulated by authorities and keep on doing our job 
to inform, investigate, highlight what is true, false or manipulated, do media 

education so that the public has the right weapons to decide. 

Because in the end, each individual citizen will make his or her own decision.
.

https://techcrunch.com/2023/02/07/elon-musk-twitter-disinformation-josep-borrell/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/02/07/elon-musk-twitter-disinformation-josep-borrell/
https://apnews.com/article/elon-musk-twitter-inc-technology-politics-european-union-0f912b92a70742ba8ad280cde2f935d9
https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2023/03/24/twitter-definitivement-condamne-pour-n-avoir-pas-fourni-des-informations-sur-ses-pratiques-de-moderation_6166805_4408996.html
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Why some leading figures 
are preferred targets for 
fake news ? 

3. Trend drivers impacting disinformation landscape

3
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The dissemination of fake news by targeting a
specific person has become a common
weapon in the digital age.

In order for a fake news story to make its way,
putting a known and influential face on it allows
it to spread more quickly. It gains momentum
because the media also relay it. In short, before
it is denied, it has made enough news to have
done the harm intended by its creator.

Domestic and geopolitical politics are now
regularly played out with fakes about high-
ranking politicians.

Some are targeted more than others... People
always have to be "in vogue" for this to work.
Those at the head of a state or in an opposing
party and active in internal politics.

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

Power of manipulation
LEADING FIGURES

Digital Weapon to  achieve its 
political or geopolitical objectives

Those influential and known worldwide for
geopolitics

In play are also the well-known people
outside political parties. Their
particularities are their wealth, and their
influence in the world. They are famous
people who are listened to or who donate
a lot of money to causes.

We have selected a few profiles that are
regularly targeted by fake news to pose
here the overall intentions of why they are
victims of these fakes.

Whatever the case, the two issues 
are most often to discredit/attack : 
1-a policy pursued by the person, 
his/her political camp or an 
opponent
2-the person's reputation.

On a side note :
No one will wonder about the consequences on 
the private life of these people and especially on 
their close family. Children, parents, brothers, 
sisters etc... 
Considered as public figures (whether they
wanted it or not), the only purpose of the attack
is to serve the cause of the disinformer. The 
more it "hurts", the more it achieves its goal.
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Why some leading figures are preferred targets for fake news ?

Weapon of opposition

National Politics

Angela Merkel
Germany

Federal Chancellor 
from nov 2005 to dec 2021

Cat : Political destabilization

Over 2500 differents attacks recorded by The EU's East 
StratCom Task Force during the 2017 German election season

e.g Immigration
Angela Merkel was accused of deliberately allowing Islamic

State terrorists to operate in Europe

Maria Ressa
Philippines

Investigative Journalist
Nobel Laureate

Cat: Reputation

Maria Ressa defends freedom of expression in her country. The 
government organises disinformation campaigns that arouse the 
population against her and her teams of journalists. This has led to 

imprisonment, rape...

e.g Illegations of tax invasion, 
charges of cyber-libel

https://www.dw.com/en/reports-fake-news-targets-germanys-merkel-ahead-of-elections/a-37248017
https://www.stopfake.org/en/spread-it-on-reddit-how-a-fake-story-about-angela-merkel-led-to-a-far-right-cluster-on-reddit/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/15/magazine/rappler-philippines-maria-ressa.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/04/maria-ressa-disinformation-manipulation/629483/
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Why some leading figures are preferred targets for fake news ?

Volodimir Zelensky
Ukrainia

President

Cat: Discredit

Volodimir Zelensky was thrust into the international spotlight 
with the Russian invasion. In order to demobilise the 
Ukrainians but also to prove to the Russians that the 

Ukrainians were Nazis in order to legitimise the attack, 

Weapon of war

Geopolitics and National

Vladimir Putin
Russia

President

Cat: Increase or decrease its authority

Vladimir Putin and his government are known to be very good 
at disinformation. We see images, messages from Vladimir 
Putin that give a positive idea of what he is doing, deciding. 

There are some attempts to oppose him with messages that
are also detrimental to him. 

He is both a carrier and a victim of disinformation.
Volodimir Zelensky was regularly the victim of 

false rumours. 

e.g request to lay down arms, photos of the 
field taken against a green background, photo 

with a swastika on the shirt...

e.g Deepfake of March 2023 announcing the 
victory of the war in Ukraine, ill health report 

card

https://observers.france24.com/fr/europe/20221013-intox-fond-vert-zelensky-trucage-vid%C3%A9os
https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2022/03/01/guerre-en-ukraine-le-president-volodymyr-zelensky-cible-par-les-intox_6115730_4355770.html
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/europe/manifestations-en-ukraine/vrai-ou-fake-guerre-en-ukraine-20-photos-et-videos-detournees-qui-ont-circule-depuis-le-debut-du-conflit_5004650.html
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/europe/manifestations-en-ukraine/vrai-ou-fake-guerre-en-ukraine-20-photos-et-videos-detournees-qui-ont-circule-depuis-le-debut-du-conflit_5004650.html
https://www.newsweek.com/fake-news-volodymyr-zelensky-latest-president-battle-health-rumors-1726965
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Why some leading figures are preferred targets for fake news ?

Bill Gates
United States

Entrepreneur Microsoft founder

Cat: Scapegoat

Bill Gates is targeted by fake news and conspiracy theories due 
to his philanthropic activities and his involvement in global 

health issues.

e.g Covid-19, Vaccines, Climate
He would have liked to implant chips in populations using the 
Covid-19 vaccine. He would have stopped the sun to keep the 

earth fresh...

Weapon for conspiracy theory

Geopolitics

Georges Soros
Hungary US

Financial Philanthropist

Cat: Discredit

George Soros is a Hungarian-American billionaire philanthropist and 
hedge fund manager who is widely considered one of the world's most
successful investors. He gives billions for liberal and progressive causes 

making him a target of a variety of conservative conspiracy theories

e.g Ex-Nazi, anti-patriot
“ I’ve made my life’s mission to destroy the United States. I hate this 

country and I hate all of the people in it!”

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2021/08/06/fact-check-website-makes-false-claim-bill-gates/5470998001/
https://www.insider.com/bill-gates-climate-change-block-sun-conspiracy-theory-fake-texas-snow-2021
https://www.vanityfair.fr/pouvoir/politique/story/qui-est-george-soros-et-pourquoi-est-il-devenu-la-bete-noire-de-lextreme-droite-et-des-complotistes-/4260
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-false-george-soros-claims-idUSKBN23P2XJ
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2019/apr/26/facebook-posts/no-george-soros-never-said-he-made-it-his-lifes-mi/


Dark web and disinformation  

3. Trend drivers impacting disinformation landscape
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DARK/DEEP WEB AND DISINFORMATION

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

New services and tools dedicated to disinformation are 
flourishing in the Dark Web as a source of profits
The dark web refers to the part of the
internet that is not indexed or
accessible through standard search
engines like Google. This area of the
web can only be accessed using
special softwares or configurations,
such as the Tor or I2P browsers, which
provides anonymity to its users.

The deep web is the part that is
unindexed. You need password to
access it.

Even if it can be used for legitimate
purpose such as protecting the privacy
and safety of journalists or activists, the
dark web is often associated with illicit
activities. Among these, activities
supporting the rise of disinformation
are expanding and taking the form of
new marketplaces where services and
tools are offered as a source of profit.

• Fake news or fake websites at minimal costs

• Software to control social media bots, distribute and
promote fake news in order to generate traffic and ad
revenue

• Advertisements toolkits with built in features that bypass
captcha methods

• Fake social media accounts and followers to boost the
reach of fake news

A strong marketplace for disinformation

In 2017, a report by Digital Shadows, a
company which specializes in digital risk
identification and management, identified
that the various services that enable the
rapid spread of fake news are offered and
sold for a pittance on underground forums:

Source Tulane University

Source Webz.io

https://www.digitalshadows.com/press-releases/fake-news-as-a-service-on-the-rise-according-to-new-research-from-digital-shadows/
https://webz.io/blog/dark-web/dark-web-monitoring-your-essential-guide/
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DARK/DEEP WEB AND DISINFORMATION

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

And now the dark web is surfacing on alternative social 
media 

A strong marketplace for disinformation

With all these tools now commonplace,
cybercrime actors are increasingly
moving between the dark, the deep
and the public web.

In 2022 the most common attack was
data leaks. Very lucrative, it generates a
lot of money and is a powerful tool for
spreading disinformation.

Cybercriminals use popular code
exchange sites such as Pastebin,
Upaste, Anonypaste, Dpaste, Cpaste.
Monitoring them can be useful to
detect leaks of confidential information,
sensitive data and code.

While preparing their attacks, they keep
a watchful eye on the classic networks
while they build their disinformation on
the parallel channels.

https://webz.io/blog/dark-web/the-top-dark-web-trends-in-2022/
https://webz.io/dwp/the-dark-web-in-2022-all-you-need-to-know-about-data-leaks/
https://resources.digitalshadows.com/dark-web-monitoring/dark-web-monitoring-solutions-guide
https://resources.digitalshadows.com/dark-web-monitoring/dark-web-monitoring-solutions-guide
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DARK/DEEP WEB AND DISINFORMATION

3. Trend drivers impacting the disinformation landscape 

And now the dark web is surfacing on alternative social 
media 

A strong marketplace for disinformation

The use of these alternative networks exploded after
2018 when a criminal claimed responsibility for his
terrorist attack on ATM. Then, in 2021,
after D.Trump supporters were banned from the most
prominent platforms it, increased the traffic on MEWE,
Parler, Bitchute, Telegram, Discord etc...

An example could be the Russia-Ukraine war. Look at this
concrete and well-documented article to get an idea of
the methods and impacts.

Despite the popularity of some platforms that tend to
"replace" others such as Mastodon for Twitter, Webz.io
claims that the emergence of new sites is slowing
down.

It is expected that in the future, radical organizations will
continue to grow, but they will likely turn to closed group
functioning rather than public social media platforms
due to increased regulations and legislation.

https://webz.io/dwp/the-top-illicit-content-trends-on-alternative-social-media-in-2022/
https://webz.io/dwp/the-top-illicit-content-trends-on-alternative-social-media-in-2022/
https://webz.io/dwp/the-russia-ukraine-information-warfare-on-alternative-social-media-sites/
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LATEST EUROPEAN INITIATIVES

4. Recent initiatives and outlook in the fight against disinformation

The European commission attempts to encircle disinformation
Europe is very active in the fight against disinformation. 
It provides a framework through laws, creates institutions whose mission is to protect the 
signatory countries, and enables research and the creation of tools against disinformation. 

Code of practice on disinformation 
Digital Service Act

AI Act 

LEGACY

Here are some resources with links

Fact-check Repository
Disinfocode

EEAS European External Action Service
FIMI Foreign Information Manipulation Interference
ENISA European Union Agency For Cybersecurity

AUTHORITIES

Europe Creative 
EMIF

HORIZON EUROPE

FUNDING

EFCSN (European Fact-Checking Standard Network)
EDMO (European Digital Media Observatory)

Stars 4 Media
Vera.AI

STADIEM

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/code-practice-disinformation
https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-services-act-ensuring-safe-and-accountable-online-environment_en
https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/news/signatories-code-practice-disinformation-deliver-their-first-baseline-reports-transparency-centre
https://disinfocode.eu/
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/countering-disinformation/tackling-disinformation-information-work-eeas-strategic-communication_en
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/tackling-disinformation-foreign-information-manipulation-interference_en#45330
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/cyber-threats
https://culture.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe/about-the-creative-europe-programme
https://gulbenkian.pt/emifund/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-search;callCode=null;freeTextSearchKeyword=;matchWholeText=true;typeCodes=0,1,2,8;statusCodes=31094502,31094501;programmePeriod=null;programCcm2Id=null;programDivisionCode=null;focusAreaCode=null;destinationGroup=null;missionGroup=null;geographicalZonesCode=null;programmeDivisionProspect=null;startDateLte=null;startDateGte=null;crossCuttingPriorityCode=null;cpvCode=null;performanceOfDelivery=null;sortQuery=sortStatus;orderBy=asc;onlyTenders=false;topicListKey=topicSearchTablePageState
https://efcsn.com/
https://edmo.eu/
https://stars4media.eu/
https://www.veraai.eu/home
https://www.stadiem.eu/
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FACT-CHECKING COMMUNITY TOOLBOX

4. Recent initiatives and outlook in the fight against disinformation

The 6 more useful tools

1. 
Vera.AI

2. 
Google Earth Pro

street view

3. 
Wayback Machine

4. 
Flight radar 24 

5. 
My Ship Tracking

6. 
SunCalc

Complete tool 
for fact-
checkers

Streets and sat 
images

Archives

Flight in real time

Boat in real time

Where is the 
shadow

More and more to test or to drown
Les Révélateurs Firsdraft Nixosint Tuto from Benjamin Strick

Click on logos to 
know more

D
on’t forget the G

oogle D
orks and the Tw

itter search 
operators

https://start.me/p/JDraa0/osint-eirs
https://start.me/p/1kM21o/revelateurs
https://start.me/p/YazB12/first-draft-toolbox?locale=fr
https://start.me/p/rx6Qj8/nixintel-s-osint-resource-list
https://www.youtube.com/@Bendobrown
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/fake-news-debunker-by-inv/mhccpoafgdgbhnjfhkcmgknndkeenfhe?hl=fr
https://web.archive.org/
https://www.myshiptracking.com/
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
https://www.flightradar24.com/48.86,2.34/6
http://suncalc.net/#/51.508,-0.125,2/2023.04.13/20:26
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The areas we can work on to better cope

4. Recent initiatives and outlook in the fight against disinformation

The geopolitical and economic dynamics, the unprecedented technological developments, the societal and usage disruptions as well as the 
fragmentation and complexification of ecosystems that we are experiencing are bringing our world into a new information era. An era where 
disinformation is amplified to its climax. To face this new world, the actors involved in the fight against disinformation can evolve.

Experiment and reinvent new approaches
to adapt to this changing landscape
- New media literacy approaches giving a larger

ground for the audience to engage their own
rational reasoning and judge by themselves

- Take better account of the cognitive biases of both
the public and journalists/fact-checkers to create
appropriate content

- New fact checking methods with more pre-bunking
and nudging

- Monitor the Dark Web and alternative social media
- Transparency-centric with more ethnological and

human methods

Foster interaction within the fact checking 
ecosystem to increase efficiency 
- share best practices and tools 
- Share data 
- Know about the European existing assets and 

capitalize on them 
- Build common taxonomies, standards and 

definitions 

Increase collaboration with other fields to 
better tackle ecosystem complexity and 
develop new tools
- Metacognition 
- Cybersecurity
- Patterns knowledge and prediction 
- Threats intelligence 

Keep on pushing for regulation
Participate as much as possible in discussions with
the EFCSN, members of the Code of practice on
disinformation
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SYNOPSIS OF DISINFORMATION AND KEY PLAYERS OFFACTCHECKING

5. Annex

Producers can be governments, companies,
medias or individuals spreading fake news.

They might have 2 types of motivation :
• Intentional: manipulation, propaganda,

conspiracy or intimidation for political, financial
or reputational interests

• Nonintentional: ignorance, beliefs /
overconfidence, emotional reaction or mistake /
inattention...

Intentional motivations lead to disinformation or
misinformation when nonintentional motivations
lead to misinformation.

There are multiple types of fake news:
• Fabricated content : "synthetic" speeches, images or videos totally created
• Manipulated content : transformed content like reframe, slow reading…
• Imposter content : false content looking for real such as a website using the

branding of an established agency
• Misleading content : false interpretations and comments presented as facts
• False context : true content such articles, images, videos used in other situations

and contexts
• Satire and parody : humorous but false stories passed off as true such as

memes...
• False connection : when sources and links are false and do not support the

content
• Sponsored content : misleading targeted advertising and clickbait in favor of

specific interests

Fake News Production
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SYNOPSIS OF DISINFORMATION AND KEY PLAYERS OFFACTCHECKING

5. Annex

The creation of fake news is based on multiple resources and tools :
• Media softwares for editing images and videos or creating infographic.
• IA models
• ChatBots : autonomous program on the internet that can interact with systems or users. On social

media, these are automated accounts made to look like real persons but are actually run by a bot
that is programmed to send out specific types of information, generate fake engagements or use
hashtags in a spammy way

• Sockpuppetting : creating fake identities to promote someone or something through blogs, wikis,
forums or social

• Catfishing : when a person creates a false identity online to deceive someone else. The main intent
is to gain the trust of another person and lure them into a friendship or relationship or get
something from them.

• Troll farms : institutionalized group of internet trolls that seeks to interfere in political opinions and
decision-making.

• Intelligence and digital agencies : agencies defining and running communication strategy and
campaigns

• Other digital tools such as CRM, push notifications…

Disinformation can be
spread through multiple
mediums:
• Social networks
• Instant Messaging apps
• Information websites /

apps
• TVs
• Newspaper
• Radios
• Emails
• Sms
• Word of mouth
• Dark web

Fake News Spread & Reception
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SYNOPSIS OF DISINFORMATION AND KEY PLAYERS OFFACTCHECKING

5. Annex

Independent organizations and their professionals
who are dedicating to the fight against disinformation
by running fact checking and specific investigations
to provide more context.

Journalists and employees of established medias
companies as well as news agencies addressing the
disinformation challenges.

Fact checkers, newsrooms, researchers and
public institutions providing general public
education about media, news, disinformation
and fact checking

Institutions or alliances created to build
codes, standards, transparency rules
but also monitor their application.

Alliances between several stakeholders of the
ecosystem joining forces to promote fact
checking, facilitate European collaboration
but also provide training and other services.

Stakeholders who drive disinformation fight as their key mission

https://reporterslab.org/fact-checking/
https://eufactcheckingproject.com/
https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
https://trollfactory.yle.fi/
https://www.lumni.fr/serie/chasseurs-de-fake
https://www.tiktok.com/@mediawise
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/code-practice-disinformation
https://contentauthenticity.org/
https://thetrustproject.org/
https://edmo.eu/
https://www.disinfo.eu/
https://www.ebu.ch/fr/eurovision-news/european-perspective
https://www.bbc.com/beyondfakenews/trusted-news-initiative/
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SYNOPSIS OF DISINFORMATION AND KEY PLAYERS OFFACTCHECKING

5. Annex

Public or private organizations supporting fact checking
projects and initiatives with dedicated funds

R&D companies or institutes working on academic
researches related to disinformation

Companies or alliances developing technical solutions and
tools to support fact checking from detection to verification.

Platforms where fake news circulate working fake news
detection, notification and moderation tools and features.

Stakeholders who enable disinformation fight

https://www.dataminr.com/
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en
https://stars4media.eu/
https://knightfoundation.org/
https://newsinitiative.withgoogle.com/programs/
https://gulbenkian.pt/emifund/
https://www.facebook.com/formedia/mjp
https://faq.whatsapp.com/1053543185312573?locale=en_US&helpref=faq_content&cms_id=1053543185312573&draft=false
https://www.facebook.com/formedia/mjp/programs/third-party-fact-checking
https://help.twitter.com/en/resources/addressing-misleading-info
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/10834785?hl=en
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-eu/an-update-on-our-efforts-to-combat-disinformation-in-europe/
https://reporterslab.org/what-is-mediareview/
https://www.claimreviewproject.com/
https://www.newsguardtech.com/fr/solutions/insights/
https://www.crowdtangle.com/
http://www.trendolizer.com/
https://www.visibrain.com/fr/
https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/login
https://earth.google.com/web/
https://osintframework.com/
https://www.truly.media/
https://www.veraai.eu/home
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/code-practice-disinformation
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GLOSSARY

5. Annex

• Anthropology is the study of
what makes us human.
Anthropologists take a broad
approach to understanding the
many different aspects of the
human experience

• Catfishing : is a deceptive
activity in which a person
creates a fictional persona or
fake identity on a social
networking service, usually
targeting a specific victim.

• Click baiting is tricking people
into consuming a content
through sensationalized
headlines

• Cognitive bias is a systematic
thought process caused by the
tendency of the human brain to
simplify information processing
through a filter of personal
experience and preferences.

• Cross-fertilization: the mixing of
the ideas, customs, etc. of
different places or groups of
people, to produce a better
result

• Cyber troop: web-based
cybersecurity attack team

• Dark Web is is a part of the deep
web that allows users to browse
anonymously.

• DDoSing : is a malicious attempt
to overwhelm a server or service
with a flood of internet traffic
with mass amounts of dubious,
conflicting arguments on top of
all this noise has a debilitating
effect

• Debunking: Consists of using
credible information from
trustworthy sources to refute
false information and replace it
with facts.

• Deep fake: are synthetic media
in which a person in an existing
image or video is not real and
therefore has not actually said or
done what is seen

• Deep Web refers to the
unindexed part of the web
pages.

• Disinformation : Deliberately
create false information to harm
or intimidate

• Ethnology is the study of the
characteristics of various

peoples and the differences and
relationships between them.

• Malinformation : Deliberately
abuse of true information to
harm or intimidate

• Metacognition is an awareness
of one's thought processes and
an understanding of the
patterns behind them.

• Misinformation : Mistakely spread
false information you think is
true

• Narrative Laundering: The
process begins with state-
created think tanks and media
arms that author the narrative,
hoping that friendly media sites
will pick it up. Then the picked-up
story is distributed by a network
of accounts across various
platforms, giving it more
credibility.

• Neuroeconomics is the
application of neuroscience
tools and methods to economic
research.

• Nudging : Consists of creating an
environment designed to benefit

the spread of factual
information, instead of
misinformation during exposure.

• Prebunking: Consists of
empowering people to be aware
of/recognise misinformation and
the techniques associated with it
before exposure.

• Sockpuppet : is a fake identity
created to promote someone or
something through blogs, wikis,
forums or social platforms.

• Troll factory : institutionalized
group of internet trolls that seeks
to interfere in political opinions
and decision-making
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